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Despite the cold
spring, summer
has now arrived
and the Club is
now in full operation. Let the sailing begin. And
when not sailing,
go lounge in the
new Muskokachairs on the
north side of the
main clubhouse supplied by our Yard
Chair Joanna Kidd.
The Freddy M and our new RIB are now
operational and being used by our venerable Rear Commodore, Graham Dougall,
for club races as well as fulfilling QCYC’s
obligations to regional events. While sailing out to the ABYC regatta in late May
it was wonderful to see the two boats
plane past at over 15 knots to get to their
stations for the start of the races. The
Harold Robbins was never able to do that.
Some significant initiatives are underway
this summer. A complete review of the
club basin area stretching from the Rapids Queen to the drysail crane was first
started last year by Linda Chubak has
been taken over by our moorings chair,
Nikolay Roshtainsky. Watch for further
developments on that front this summer.
A preliminary plan has been developed
and a meeting of Club members has been
scheduled for July 22 to present it and
seek feedback. As part of that endeavour
a new dinghy ramp is to be installed to
replace the increasingly decrepit ramp
that has to be at least 50 years old.
As an outcome of the strategic planning
exercise undertaken by the Board last
winter, two studies have been initiated
this summer. John Warren has agreed to
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undertake a review of determine how
QCYC can better plan for and finance
capital projects and past commodores
David Hall and Steve Hills are undertaking a review of Queen City’s selfhelp philosophy and work-hour program. Stay tuned for future developments on this front.
There is a renewed focus this year on
cleaning the place up. Pat and Diana
Walton have already taken the bull by
the horns and begun the painting of
their locker block outside the south
Algonquin Island
Box 401, Terminal A
Toronto, ON M5W 1C2
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gate. It looks great! Other locker block
occupants please take note and have a
look at your own buildings. They all
need sprucing up. There will also be
work undertaken this summer by Club
members in renewing foundations in
the older locker buildings. Our
Grounds Chair Joanna Kidd is also
focusing on improving the appearance
of our grounds by better controlling
random storage, garbage, and litter. All
members have a responsibility for keep-
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Board Updates
Vice Commodore
Jacqui Cook vicecommodore@qcyc.ca
I’m Picking Up
Good Vibrations...
I confess I have
never considered
running for Entertainment Chair.
But if I had understood how many
members want to
help who have
great ideas and skills, I might have felt
differently. Thanks to the efforts of a
great many people,we are off to a fabulous start for our social season. Ground
Hog Day–cozy. Chili Challenge–
delicious. Sail Past–wonderful. New
Members Night–always a blast. Team
Trivia–exciting.

Lobsterfest is happening June 18th.
Keith and Madeline Aldridge have been
hard at work with the capable support
of Tom King. Lesley and Geoff Heathcote have booked entertaining bands for
the lawn. I will be asking Mother Nature if she will bless us with beautiful
weather.Invite your friends and family.
Let them see why we love QCYC. It
will be a memorable day on our front
lawn.
The Commodore’s Ball is Friday July
8th. Lesley and Geoff have booked The
Black Pearls, always a favourite at
QCYC. Come on out and enjoy a night
of dancing in our fabulous Great Hall.
Looking forward to August, the Women
Skippers Race is August 6th. Sandi
Chung, Bev Harney, Halszka and Marceline Weiss are planning food and fun
to celebrate our Women Skippers. This
is a wonderful opportunity for women
to take command of their vessels. Racers
tell me that they learn more about sailing in one race than they do
in a season of sailing. See
you on the Start Line.
Summer comes to its traditional end on Labour Day
Weekend. Doug Miller has
been organizing Corn &
Weenie Roast so long, he
can’t remember when he
started. A Friday night favourite with families, it is a
lovely start to the weekend
festivities.
Saturday is Pig Roast. Klaus
& Lynn Noak and Tony and
Geraldine Karahanas will
once more organize the largest party at the club. Stay up
all night and watch the pigs
roast. Stake out your picnic
table. Enjoy music on the
front lawn.
I don’t want to talk about
October in June, so I will
save Awards Banquet and
Pot Luck for the next Clipper.
In the meantime, see you at
the Club.
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Rear Commodore
Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca
I would like to
thank everyone
for making this
year’s Sail Past a
success. This
event could not
occur without
help. My function is more like
that of the conductor of an orchestra; without
musicians there would be no music;
without the support of the many individuals mentioned below, Sail Past
wouldn’t happen.
In all 66 yachts and Toronto Police
Service Marine Unit honoured the
Commodore. 205 were seated for the
Sail Past Banquet.
I would like to thank:
Ken Rodmell for creating the Sail
Past poster
Commodore Ron Mazza
Vice Commodore Jacqui Cook,
who is doubling as de facto Entertainment Chair
Fleet Captain Chris Borgal
And fellow Directors
Laura Vanek, Club Manager and
the Club Staff:
Dock Master
Braden Kingdon
Maintenance
Felipe Cruzatt
Octavia Andrade-Dixon
PJ Nelson, who doubled as crew on
the MV Freddy M for Sail Past
Fleet
Senior Captain Jim Turl
Captains& Mates
Elliot Hill
Jacob Piekarski

Board Updates
Justin Vanek
Leo Millen
Lukasz Kosiorek
Zachary Reiber
The pipes were played by Chris Johnson and Duncan Pringle.
The flowers were obtained and arranged by Fran Ford and Pam Mazza.
They sold the flowers on the Sunday,
raising $110 for Learn to Sail.
We were graced by the presence of Father David Mulholland at the Banquet.
The christening of MV Freddy M was
conducted by Rev. Tay Moss.
During the flag lowering the bosun
pipe was played by Ean Kingston. And
thanks tothe children who lowered the
flags.
The band, Dirty Little Swing Thing,
was booked and coordinatedby Geoff
and Lesley Heathcote, assisted by Keith
Nunn, AndréJubinville and Steve Royall. The AV for the night was handled
by Nicholas Cianciotta.
We have to thank House Chair Genia
Vanderkruk, Restaurant Committee
Chair Garry Baker, and Bight, Edrick
and Deidre Munson, for the banquet.
Again thanks to everyone who participated.
Speaking of Bight, at Sunday morning
breakfast I noticed several parties of
sailors from the PCYC cruise at Island
Yacht Club who would rather come to
QCYC for breakfast: a testament to
Bight.
The Entertainment Chair is often one
of the more unappreciated and unnoticed--until things go wrong--board positions. I believe this is unfortunate
situation. In my opinion, there are four
pillars to a yacht club:
Sailing and cruising programs
Facilities
Food & Beverage

The last two are tied closely together
and with the other two are the foundations for a member-owned yacht club
as distinct from marinas.
We lump all social aspects under the
title Entertainment Chair. Perhaps this
is a disservice to the role, as it is the
lifeblood of a yacht club. How unappreciated and thankless is the role is
demonstrated by the fact that no member stood for the position and there
were even questions whether the role is
needed!
The role of Entertainment Chair is another of the Board’s roles where it’s
more a matter of being the orchestra
conductor than playing all the instruments. It really must be a committee to
ensure all necessary skills are adequately brought to bear:
Being able get the pulse of the membership on its varied taste in music and
entertainment
Being able get the pulse of the membership on its varied taste in food
Knowing the local band and DJ scene,
in order to get the best bang for the
Club’s scarce bucks
When to book for best price
What needs to be included as part of
the agreement
Knowing how to operate and get the
AV systems to work
Knowing how to run an event and running the event
Legal
details
The
Ontario
liquor
laws and
regulations
City of
Toronto
Noise
regulations

Social

(Continued on page 6)
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Fleet Captain
Chris Borgal, fleetcaptain@qcyc.ca
My report at the
Spring Meeting was
brief and to the point:
boats were launched,
running on schedule
and being well maintained . . . and although it seems that
simple it is, of course,
not. By the time you read this, the mast
will have been installed on the Freddy M
and the vessel will be fully equipped for
race committee duties. Lifelines around
the rear cockpit will permit its use as an
alternate tender when required--they are
being assembled as I write this and
should be installed within the next week
or so--and the boat will be certified for
19 persons. Many thanks to the those
involved in the fitup, including Peter
Ashby, Ed Vanderkruk, Graham Dougall, and the others who have worked so
hard to pull this all together.
Painting of the hull of the Algonquin
Queen is complete and new yellow tape
has been installed on the newly painted
cabin decks to provide more visibility
on the stair nosings to reduce the risk of
trips and falls. A new bracket for the
stern light is being custom fabricated
and the port and starboard lights now
(Continued on page 6)

Board Updates
Learn to Sail
Robert Eckersley, learntosail@qcyc.ca
Preparation continues for our 2016 season. Several of the coaches have been
at the Club and three were on boats for
club racing last night. Our coaches are
all keen sailors who like the expertise of
racing on keelboats. If anyone is looking for enthusiastic and skilled Wednesday night crew, let me know. It would
be great if we could get all of the
coaches and our advanced students
involved in club night racing this summer!
I'm looking for help in promoting the
LTS. It is truly an amazing summer
camp experience. We had an unusually
large graduating class last year, and in
response we have opened up more beginner space in the program, with more

spaces to fill. I'll put out one-page posters for our Beginner summer camp in
the office and lobby at the Club. Place
take a few and put them up at work,
the local supermarket, etc. At the time
of writing we have roughly 20 spaces
available.
As well, we are placing emphasis in
growing our weeknight dinghy Adult
Learn to Sail program. With more students we can have more coaches and
offer a more varied curriculum. On
their own initiative the adult LTS instructors designed a great poster. Laura
has copies and I will put more in the
lobby. Grab some and put them up in
your neighbourhood. Sailing lessons
are the perfect birthday gift! Our weekend CYA keelboat cruising courses are
full for June and July, but at the time
of writing we still have three spaces
available for August. It is a great
(Continued on page 7)
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Secretary
Leigh Geraghty, secretary@qcyc.ca
One of my duties as Club Secretary is
to establish reciprocal agreements with
other clubs around Lake Ontario. The
reciprocal letters and cards that we receive from the other clubs are filed in
the Reciprocals Binder in the clubhouse. This year, the Lake Ontario Club
Cruising Association (LOCCA) has
established an online repository for reciprocal privileges on Lake Ontario and
Western St. Lawrence River.
For 2016, all clubs on the Canadian and
US sides of Lake Ontario are listed. In
2017, only LOCCA member clubs’ information will be displayed. QCYC is a
LOCCA member, and we are updating
our reciprocal process to take advantage
(Continued on page 7)

Board Updates
(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 4)

Logistics of an event
Knowing how to publicize and market
Knowing when to let the members organize the events they want
Knowing how to manage volunteers
Knowing how to coordinate and manage multiple activities
Knowing how to financially manage
and control the monies so the budget is
met
Working with and being part of the
Board in managing the Club on a tactical and strategic basis.
I would guess that listing the above
items isn’t doing a great job of encouraging anyone to run for the position of
Entertainment Chair. However, what
the Entertainment Chair needs to do is
the last five along with a good general
knowledge of the social and entertainment scene, especially at QCYC.
The last two items are critical to the
success of the entertainment and social
activities of QCYC. As one of the four
pillars, entertainment (or social) has to
work with and align the other
three. As the QCYC Board is more
of an operational focused function,
that coordination and alignment
happens at the Board and its meetings.

ing their “stuff” in designated storage
areas: in lockers, dock boxes, or on
your cradle. See the Members Handbook for details.
I again need to acknowledge, as I did at
the Spring Meeting, the additional load
taken on by our Vice Commodore,
Jacqui Cook, in the absence of an Entertainment Chair in dealing with Club
events. A number of members have
stepped up to assist in the planning and
execution of events this summer but it
has still required many additional hours
in addition to the already full slate of
responsibilities of the Vice Commodore.
Despite the absence of an Entertainment Chair, I have again been blessed
with a dedicated and very capable
Board of Directors to run Queen City
in 2016. On behalf of all our members
I thank them for their dedication and
commitment to QCYC. But, remember, for the Club to function to its full
capability it requires similar dedication
and commitment from all its members.

The key is to develop a committee
or team of members to fill in the
expertise gaps and spread the workload around. Managing this team
isn’t something that can be easily
absorbed into by another Board
member, as all of the Board members are busy with their assigned
roles.

Remember, this is a club owned and
operated by its members. So take pride
in your club and look for opportunities
to lend a hand in making it even better.
Have a great summer.
(Fleet Continued from page 4)

shine brighter for those night trips. She
had to be pulled from service a couple
of weeks ago as we discovered a coolant
hose was on the verge of breaking, and
almost did. Accordingly, we have replaced all of the water hoses on the
engine with new higher rated hoses
(which are all Queen City blue in colour!). A huge thanks to Club member
and our resident mechanic, Buffy
MacPhail, who worked overtime to get
the AQII back in service as soon as
possible. Thanks, as usual, to the crews
led by Jim Turl who are working on the
maintenance.
Crews were checked out recently for
the operation of the Freddy M by Transport Canada. The twentieth annual
Passenger Safety Day took place in late
May with over 150 attendees of the
various cruise and passenger vessels
around the harbour. There were
several members from our club
present, including several staff
members, as well as Graham and
myself. A further marine emergency
certification course will be run at
the Club in June for crews. I have
been working to provide additional
depth within the membership to
ensure that, in emergency situations, we have more certified operators available as back-ups.
The Freddy M was recently christened at the Club in a brief ceremony that attracted a good number
of participants. Thanks to all who
showed up. These events are the
kinds of things we will all remember in the years to come and are
what make membership here so
special. The ceremony was based
on the ancient Royal Navy ceremony (and consequently Canadian

There are many members, from all
categories, who have the expertise,
experience, and some time to cover
a subset of the items above or serve
as the coordinator for a single
event. The support is there for the
Entertainment Chair.
(Continued on page 7)
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Board Updates
(Fleet continued from page 6)

Navy practice) and may have seemed a
bit formal to some, but everyone
seemed to have had a good time.
Both the new RIB and the Freddy M
will be introduced at the gunning-in
ceremony. I hope, by the time you
read this, that we had a lot of people
attending to welcome the new members and to get to know each other.
I have had the usual number of complaints about missed trips with bicycles, too small a tender for a given
time frame, etc., as well as helpful tips
about things that need fixing or adjustments to operations that will make
things better for the membership. I
was thinking about this at the annual
Spring Meeting recently. Although it
was a decent turnout of about 40 or so
persons, I did an informal count and it
appeared that the vast majority of
those present had been members for
15 years or more. Which is a bit discouraging. As was the turnout at the
work weekend which was decent, but
not overwhelming. The members of
the Board work their tails off all year,
weekends and evenings, without pay,
and I think they deserve the respect of
the membership to come and say hello
and to show an interest in the operation of the Club. I can think of our
Vice Commodore, for instance, who
has taken on several portfolios
(including Entertainment) without
complaint. Or the great work being
done by Nikolay for all of the issues
related to moorings and the new basin
plan. Or the hours that John Heath,
our Treasurer, spends in the office,
and all of the others from the Commodore on down meeting the public,
dealing with legal issues, preparing
communications, running the yard
and grounds, and keeping the facilities
up to snuff. We are not a marina, we
must not just sit on our boats and let
paid staff do the work--that’s just not
being a good club member and not
what membership entails. At QCYC,
there is a mutual obligation on the

part of the membership and the Board
to continue to work together to make
this place great. I think that there is
also an obligation on the part of the
membership to take an evening to
come and meet and support the board-and events such as the Annual General
Meeting and the Spring Meeting are
the opportunities to do just that. So
please take the time, particularly new
or newer members: come out for
events and work parties for the year.
Frankly, it upsets me to see the few
spending so much time for the benefit
of the many who, having an option,
don't spare a few hours in return (and
that does not mean that some do not
have a legitimate reason to skip some
activities!). So please get active if you
are not already, and to those who contribute to the best of their abilities
please accept my heartfelt thanks.
And, have a great summer! Meantime,
I am going to try to find the time to
get my own mast up before July . . .!
(Continued from page 5)

of this new online service. In the meantime, we’ll continue to maintain the
Reciprocals Binder for the 2016 season.
When you’re planning your summer
cruises on the lake, you now have a
couple of sources of information about
reciprocal privileges. You can flip
through our Reciprocals Binder, or
scroll through the online LOCCA Reciprocal Repository, which you’ll find
on the LOCCA website at http://
locca.org. I’ll also be posting an updated list of our reciprocal agreements
on the QCYC website in the coming
weeks.
(Continued from page 6)

While Sail Past was a success and the
Entertainment Calendar is set for this
year, this is the result of the extraordinary effort of the Vice Commodore,
distracting from her other duties, and
support of the many skilled members
who have stepped up to help her. Perhaps we have the core of an Entertainment Committee in the making.
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Personally, I don’t believe that this is
sustainable and I fear that one of the
pillars of our yacht club will begin to
crumble, adversely impacting the joy of
being a member of the Queen City
Yacht Club. The role of the Vice Commodore is a full-time volunteer job and
the role of the Entertainment Chair is
another full-time volunteer job!
So, when the Nomination Committee
starts soliciting candidates for the 20162017 board, consider standing for the
Entertainment Chair.

(Continued from page 5)

course, perfect for anyone who wants
to increase theirkeelboat proficiency. If
you know someone who would be interested, have them sign up soon.
More information about all of our
courses is on the website.
Fair winds and great sailing!

Marine Sale Saturday 18th June
10:30 a.m. (Lobsterfest day)
Go through your locker and see what
you could donate for this sale. Bring
your donations to the front of the clubhouse at 9:30 a.m. The sale begins at
10:30 a.m., as soon as the AQII arrives. There will be bargains! Early donations: an ICOM IC M4025 VHF
(new, $200--yours for $10); a 12-volt
portable fan (US$55 at West Marine-yours for CAN$15); and a classy
item. Did you ever fly through the air
on the rope swing just outside the
gate? Generations of QCYC kids
did. Alas, the tree is now a stump. But
Don Hinchley has fashioned a beautiful
pen from the wood of this tree--a
unique, nostalgic gift for someone you
know.
All the proceeds go to the Learn to Sail
program. Come and meet some of this
year’s instructors who will be there.
Sorry, cash or cheque only. Don’t leave
home without it.

News
History of the Clubhouses of QCYC
By Richard Slee
Over the last 127 years our clubhouse
has been in three different locations.
When we formed in 1889 we rented
boathouses on the Toronto Canoe
Club wharf, which was located between
York and Simcoe St. According to an
August 23, 1889,Daily Mail newspaper
article “Very comfortable quarters have been
secured on the end of
Clendinning’s row until a club-house can be
built”. According to
Wayne Lilley in the
Club’s Centenary
Book, Captain William
H. Clindinning, who
owned the Club’s boathouses, also became a
leading member of the
Club and its first Fleet
Captain. By the end of
the Club’s first year it
had rented a further
two boathouses at $140
per year. A member, a
Mr. Endall, volunteered to renovate the clubhouse rooms
above the boathouses (the first work
party?). A caretaker had also been hired
at $3 per month. A picture (centre of
page) shows the boathouses on Clendinning’s row with the Toronto Canoe
Club in the background (with the cupola).
Wayne Lilley goes on to state, “There is
some confusion as to the location of
QCYC in the few years following its

founding. Although Blake Van Winckle
has written a letter in which he remembers, as a boy, visiting Queen City at
the foot of Sherbourne St., in fact, the
first clubhouse was on Clindinning
Row, south of the Esplanade and across
from the old Union Station, between

the bottom of York and Simcoe streets
(considerably north of the present
north shore of the harbour,) Van
Winckle, an early QCYC member
whose intimate waterfront ties were
acquired as a boy hanging around his
grandfather's boat-building business,
recalls QCYC's first move in a letter
written in the 1970s. ‘Within a year or
two of its founding,’ he wrote, ‘the club
moved into a building rented from the
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Toronto Canoe Club on a pier near
the foot of York St.’ A lease in the
club records supports his recollection.
According to Van Winckle, the new
location was near the centre of recreational aquatic activity at the time. Its
neighbours on Lake St. (the first address to appear on club stationery)
were Frank Noverre's rowboat and
dinghy livery; the Toronto Canoe
Club (the club landlord), Henry
Clum, sailmaker; and the Toronto Gas
Engine and
Power Co. To
the south of that
was the boathouse operated
by Blake Van
Winckle's grandfather.”
In the picture at
the bottom of
the page, you can
see from left to
right, RCYC
(moved its main
clubhouse to the
islands in 1884),
Toronto Canoe
Club, Argonaut
Rowing Club,
and old Union Station.
Another view of Toronto Harbour
from 1894 (opposite page, top) shows
the boathouses in the background.
In 1892 a joint stock company, Queen
City Yacht Club Ltd.,had been formed
to raise funds through the mandatory
purchasing of shares by new members
to build a clubhouse. According to an
article in the Daily Mail and Empire
dated February 5, 1894, the members
met
to
wind
up

Feature Articles
QCYC Ltd. There were two reasons
given for doing this. It was felt that
many potential new members could
not afford the purchase of shares
through higher dues and that the Club
was happy with its ability to acquire
new rental facilities that would meet
its needs. It should be noted that
many social organizations at the turn
of the last century created limited
companies to hold their assets, which
were separated from the Club proper.
This duality caused many conflicting
situations (the Club asking the Company to repair things when the Officers of each were virtually the same
and the company not agreeing!). This
was not resolved until a single entity,
The Queen City Yacht Club, was incorporated by letters patent without
share capital organization in 1921
when the third clubhouse was built on
the Island.
The dream of a clubhouse did not die
in 1894 and by the end of 1900 began
to come to fruition. According to the
minutes of theBoard of Directors of
December 21, 1900, it was moved by

Tommy World that Mr. Knowlandbe
made Treasurer--which carried. It was
then moved by Richard Slee (my greatgrandfather) that the Treasurers sell
shares in the Queen City Yacht Club
of Toronto Ltd. and deposit them to
an account at the Imperial Bank of
Canada and that Mr. World contact a
Mr. Galt, President of the Argonaut
Boating Association, and arrange a five
-year lease on 75 feet of dock. It is in-

teresting that a proviso was added that
the Association was to ensure that the
dock footing was in good repair. The
lease was to start April 1, 1901.The Secretary was to send a letter to all members asking them to subscribe to shares
at $5 per share. Mr. Lennox (A. J. Lennox, a member and famous architect,
who designed such buildings as old
City Hall, King Edward Hotel, and
Casa Loma) was to draft drawings for
the new building for approval of the
Directors and tendering. The minutes
are signed by Richard Slee, Vice Commodore.
There were of course challenges. The
Imperial Bank of Canada refused the
deposit of funds in the account as they
would be mixed with the general operating account, and the Treasurer had to
open an account with the Dominion
Bank. The initial contractor skipped
out on the project and QCYC was
forced to pay a $110 bonus to another
contractor to finish the building. The
brand new clubhouse also leaked when
it rained!
In May 1902, the new beautifully designed clubhouse, which was situated
on Argonaut Rowing Club’s wharf just
to the east of our first location, opened.
It was located at the foot of York Street
and if it still existed would now be under the Gardiner Expressway as a result
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of infill. The remnants of what I believe
is the Argonaut Wharf can be seen in
the picture (left of the excavation of 10

York Street taken by Arleigh Crawfordi
n July 2014.
We have only one known interior shot
of the clubhouse taken in 1903 in what

appears to be the main assembly room.
It shows my great-grandfather Richard
Slee and his eldest son Reginald.
The following picture of the clubhouse
was taken circa 1910 from the Argonaut
Rowing Club.
The three-story building has some interesting aspects. The first floor as seen
to the right contained a locker room,
washrooms, and a dinghy storage area.
This concept would be carried over
onto the Island building in 1921. The
second floor had an assembly room
and a ladies’ room. The mezzanine
contained a billiard room and office
and the attic had the rooms for the
Steward and his family.
According to Wayne Lilley, just over a
decade later, after the mortgage had

been paid off,
Thomas
World (Past
Commodore
at the time)
suggested that
QCYC consider a move
to the Island.
The Toronto
Harbour
Commission
wanted to
develop the
harbour and
islands by
filling in land
south of the
esplanade,
dredging the harbour for larger
vessels, using the dredgeate to
expand the islands and to fill in
the marshes of Ashbridges Bay.
They proposed to move the
sailing and canoe clubs to the
Western Gap. QCYC had also
been offered an option on the
Islands. The Harbour Commission began implementation in
1914 and slowly progressed, so
that by 1917 Wards Island had
been substantially expanded
and Sunfish Island had been
created (later to be named Algonquin Island).
In the
picture to
the right,
taken
from the
air in
1918,
QCYC
can be
seen along
with the
new Toronto Harbour
Commis(Continued on page 11)
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sion building to the east, sitting out on
a pier. The building is now tucked in
behind the Watermark building on the
north side of the exit from the Gardiner
between Bay and York.
On July 7, 1920, the clubhouse collapsed into Toronto Harbour due to
the dredging. The City acknowledged
that the dredging had created the issue
but the negotiations to settle dragged
on. The clubhouse had been evaluated
at $32,000 but with the membership
draining away, Thomas World agreed
to a settlement of $15,000. In December 1920 QCYC decided not to move
to the Exhibition grounds where the
Toronto Canoe Club and Argonaut
Rowing Club had moved, but instead
signed an agreement with the City for a
2.5-acre site on Sunfish Island
(renamed Algonquin when the bridge
to it was built in 1938) and ironically
created from dredgeate from the harbour.
The new clubhouse was again designed
by a member, a Mr. McKenzie, and
would cost $19,250 to build even after
the Club considered at least three options and decidedon a lower-cost one.

ria on the second floor. It was to have a
green slate roof with QCYC done in
red slate. The roof of course was never
done in slate, or we would still have it
today.

In 1964 the restaurant was added and
by 1977 the last of the lockers, which
used to occupy most of the first floor,
were moved to locker blocks on the
grounds.

Various changes have occurred over the
last 95 years to our current clubhouse
on Algonquin Island. In the late 30s the
widow’s walk was removed (if you look
up at the roof in the great hall you can
still see the outline of the newer wood).
See the photos on the next page, taken
in the 1930s from the lagoon, showing
the widow’s walk and seaplane base,
and another taken about 1939 from the
Wards Island dock (after the widow’s
walk had been removed).

The 1975 Planning Committee had
some interesting ideas for what to do
with some of the space when the lockers disappeared. The conceptual drawing on the next page was done by
Geoff Turner of what the Snug Bar
could look like.

This left the Club short of funds. The
contractor agreed to take back a $7,000
mortgage and the Club raised funds by
selling bonds issued by none other
than Richard Slee, the Acting Treasurer. An article in the Toronto Star on
April 9th 1921 showed what the new
clubhouse on Sunfish Island would
look like. It had lockers on the ground
floor and an assembly hall with cloakroom, committee rooms, and a cafete-
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Look for more articles in the future on
the Club’s history, from the Heritage
Preservation Committee.

Feature Articles
Heritage Preservation
Committee

Before and After: The current clubhouse with the widow’s walk in the 1930s (above)
and in 1939 with the widow’s walk removed (below)

The Heritage Preservation Committee is being established to carry on
the work of the 125thAnniversary
Committee which, over its four
years, accomplished a great deal and
made our 125th anniversary a
memorable experience for members
of the Club. The Committee came
up with many ideas for celebrating,
preserving and promoting our extensive heritage. Many of these
ideas, either due to time or resources, did not come to fruition or
were started but need to be completed.
On July 23, 2015 the Board approved terms of reference for a permanent Heritage Preservation Committee and appointed Richard Slee
as its first Chair. The terms of reference can be found on our website
under “Our Spirit/Archives”. Its
primary goals are to:


Geoff Turner’s 1975 concept drawing for the Snug Bar

preserve QCYC’s heritage for
future generations;
 collect documents, pictures,
videos from members;
 organize and deliver heritage activities to celebrate the history of the
Club;
 collect, organize and transfer to the Archives of Toronto historical material
every five years;
 scan, photograph and place
on the website all historical
materials identified and researched;
 research history (old Clippers, documents, archival
materials) and write articles
for the Clipper;
 develop criteria and report
on records retention includThe clubhouse in 1964, during restau- ing hard and digital copy.
rant construction
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Sailpast

Photos by Kathleen Doody and Genia Vanderkruk
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The Wreck of the Steamer “Monarch”
By Ron Mazza
In the early hours of the morning on
Saturday November 29th, 1856 the
steamer Monarch was wrecked on her
maiden voyage on the south shore of
Toronto Island likely just south of the
present location of Queen City Yacht
Club. This is how we became aware of
it.
This past winter a severe storm eroded
a large stretch of beach just east of the
old Island School building,exposing a
portion of a shipwreck. Club members
Mark Millen and Fran Ford were made
aware of this and started investigating.
It then came to light that this was not
the first time a portion of a shipwreck
has been exposed on the south side of
the Island. Island resident and former
Club member Jim Belisle sent the
photo below of a large section of a keelson exposed on the Centre Island
beach in 2009. That’s Club member/
Island resident Jonathan Maquire examining it.

Island resident and Club member
Nancy Moore then asked her old friend
and former Club member Rick Jackson,
who ownsthe wooden sailboat Valsheda
and was working at the Island School,
about it. Rick is an avid diver and fan
of shipwrecks. He had done some research and speculated that it was the
wreck of the Monarch, a big paddlewheel steamer that was sailing from
Kingston on a foggy night in 1856 with

a cargo of groceries and hardware. The
captain couldn't see the lighthouse and
lost his way. He ran the boat up on the
shore. The Eastern Gap wasn't to be
blown open for another two years so he
was heading for the western opening
and misjudged his position. Initially it
looked like the ship would be salvageable with minor damage, but a severe
gale two days laterbroke the wreck into
three pieces and it was a total loss. The
drive shaft for the wheel was recovered
from 100 feet of water south of the
crash site. He has identified the boat
from a particular feature of the support
for the paddlewheel that is evident in
this starboard stern something-or-other
relic. This is not the first time this hunk
of marine construction has appeared
and disappeared in this same spot.
The full story of the wreck of the Monarch is contained in the following contemporary newspaper accounts. All
typographical and punctuation errors
are included.
From the Toronto Daily Globe, December 1st, 1856.
The new steamer MONARCH, Captain Sinclair stranded about 5 o’clock
Saturday morning, on the other side of
the Island opposite the city. The snow
was falling heavily, with a strong sea
from the east and it was very dark. The
Captain who was on deck, Judging of
his location by the length of time which
he took to come from his last stopping
place, conceived that he was west of the
Light House Point and turned the boat
towards the City, when discovering his
mistake, he endeavored to turn out towards the lake again.A heavy sea drove
her onto the shelving clay, where she
since has stuck fast.
Her deck load was completely washed off
and her hold filled with water, and it
was with difficulty the crew got ashore.
The boat lies in a bad position, but as
the weather is moderating she will suffer
no great harm for a day or two.
(Continued on page 15)
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In the meanwhile, the agent of this city,
of the North Western Insurance Co. has
telegraphed to Oswego for a steam tug
and pumps, by which means she will
likely be got off.

cargo at the same time which should
lighten her sufficiently to come off, as
there is five and a half to six feet of water
outside her.

From the Toronto Daily Globe, December 2nd, 1856.
In our yesterday’s issue we noted the loss
of the steamer on the Island opposite the
City, it is an unusual occurrence to have
a wreck so near our own door, in fact
within view of our street’s. We sent a
reporter to visit the scene of the disaster,
from whom we gather, the steamer lies
ashore immediately in the rear of Glendinnings Tavern, not more than 15 yds,
from the beach, the hull which inclines
outwards, the bow pointing to the west,
does not appear to have suffered any
material damage, at least on the side
towards the shore. On the other side,
however, part of the bulwarks have been
washed away.
The shore for about one and a half miles
to the west, is strewn with the remains of
the goods which formed the deck load,
empty sugar hogsheads, barrels of fish,
bales of dry goods, cases of stationary,
packages of books and furniture, straw
beds, life seats and many other things.
Among them, are several cases addressed
to the legislative Assembly, which from
the fact of there being sealed appears to be
of some importance.

The wind was most unfavourable for
the steamer MONARCH, wrecked on
the other side, opposite the City and
there is a possibility that both vessel and
cargo will prove to be a total loss. The
violence of the sea, has caused the hull
to sink deeper into the sand, and it is
feared that her decks will be lifted off by
the waves. A survey will be made today
and efforts renewed to get her off.
From the Toronto Daily Globe, December 5th, 1856.

From the Toronto Daily Globe, December 4th, 1856.
The gale of Tuesday night and yesterday,
was one of the most severe, ever known
on Lake Ontario and has resulted in
great damage to shipping interests, the
full extent is not yet known. The wind
which was from the east, commensed to
blow about 9 o’clock on Tuesday night
very strongly and continued increasing
until about 4 A. M., yesterday, when
the weather slightly moderated, although
there was a heavy sea on the lake all day
yesterday.

The sea must have been very high at the
time the steamer went ashore. The
purser, who had a narrow escape from
being washed overboard, succeeded,
though not without difficulty, in the
absence of any light, the lamps having
been all extinguished, in saving his most
important books.
The surveys held on the MONARCH.
By the agent of the insurance Co., show
that the vessel, is not much injured as
was anticipated, and it is expected that
the Tugs, steam-pumps, which were to
arrive from Oswego last night, will
pump the water out of her hold in a few
hours, the scows are ready to take off her
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It was discovered yesterday that the
violence of the storm during Tuesday
night and Wednesday, had caused the
hull of the Monarch to break in three
places and all hope of getting her off are
at an end. Her engine will be saved and
that will be all.
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Racing Rules: Applications of Proper Course at the Windward Mark
By Dan Smith
In the last issue, we explored the basic
principles of boat interactions and
elaborated on the notion of proper
course. Let’s briefly review those concepts and expand the discussion to
their application at the windward mark.
If you choose any boat on the course
and define its relationship to your own
vessel, you are guaranteed to be in one
and only one of the following situations:
Opposite tacks—a port-tack boat must
keep clear of a starboard-tack boat
Same tack, overlapped—a windward
boat must keep clear of a leeward
boat

Diagram 1 —Boat B is overlapped at the time A reaches her three-boat-length zone. The overlap line is perpendicular to A’s hull at the aft-most point. It does not matter what B’s length is
in this situation.

Same tack, not overlapped—a boat
clear astern must keep clear of a
boat clear ahead

a deep understanding of proper course,
rather than simple mark room, is paramount to confidently navigating the
top of the course.

Tacking—a tacking (or gybing) boat
must keep clear of other boats
These basic rules are often augmented
by the principles of proper course and
luffing rights, the details of which were
discussed in the May issue of this publi-

Approaching the Windward Mark
The top mark is surrounded by a threeboat-length circle that I will refer to as
the zone. Unlike at the leeward mark,
an inside-overlapped boat does not

Diagram 2 — Boat B, on port, must sail clear of boat A. She must also stay clear while tacking. Proper course has no impact for boats on opposite tacks.
cation. Below, I will explain how these
rules play out around the windward
mark and hopefully convince you that

always possess the right to room
around the mark. Rather, windward
roundings can essentially be under16

stood as a continuation of sailing upwind, with the zone serving as the
point of differentiation between having and not having luffing rights
around the mark—a key concept that is
often poorly understood even among
experienced racers.
First let’s discuss some basics about
approaching the zone. When two
boats approach, the three-hull-length
distance is defined by the length of the
first boat to reach the zone. If there is
debate about whether or not an overlap exists at the time of entering the
zone, a jury will find in favour of the
status quo. That is, if you were primarily clear astern during the leg and
think you may have attained an overlap at the last second, you did not. If
you were overlapped during the leg
and you suspect you may have broken
the overlap at the last second, it is
safer to assume that you did not. Once
in the zone, a boat may or may not be
allowed to luff around the mark, depending on how she was situated with
the other boat at the time they entered
the zone.
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A useful exercise is to measure the distance of three of your own hull lengths
for reference. At the rules seminar earlier this year, we measured the distance
from one corner of the Great Hall to
the other to be about 75 feet. For those
of you with a 25-foot boat, this represents three boat lengths and I can almost guarantee that you will be surprised at just how large that distance
appears.
Opposite Tacks
The simplest case is when two vessels
are approaching the mark on opposite
tacks. Here, the starboard boat maintains right of way, regardless of whether
the mark is to be rounded on the port
or starboard side. This makes a strong
case against approaching the mark on
the port layline. There are also some
limitations of what can be done if you
tack onto starboard within the zone,
further confounding the port-layline
strategy. Beginners would usually be
best to approach the mark on starboard
from outside the three-hull-length zone
whenever possible. Remember that
proper course does not apply when
boats are on opposite tacks.
Same Tack and Overlapped When Entering the Zone
If two boats on the same tack are overlapped when the first reaches her own

Diagram 3 — Boat B reaches her three-length zone overlapped to leeward of A. Regardless of
whether she would normally possess luffing rights, B may force A above close-hauled in order to
sail her proper course (round the mark). B may also sail a wide-close rounding, as she would
in the absence of A.
three-hull-length zone, the inside boat
has won the right to sail her proper
course around the mark. At the top
mark this does include both luffing to
“shoot the mark” and a wide-close
rounding. Indeed, proper course is defined as the course you would normally
sail in the absence of another boat so
you are only required to give surrounding vessels room to keep clear should
you alter course. This is a notable exception to the rules of sailing upwind,
because now the leeward boat has the
right to luff regardless of how she attained the leeward overlap. Recall that,
normally, a boat gaining a leeward

Diagram 4 — Because B has tacked inside the zone, she forfeits the right to force A above a
close-hauled course and may not enjoy a wide-close rounding. Boat A may be forced up to, but
no further than a close-hauled course as a result of B’s maneuver.
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overlap from clear astern and within
two hull-lengths to leeward would not
be able to luff the windward boat.
If there is reasonable doubt as to
whether an overlap was established at
the time of entering the zone, the boat
clear ahead retains right to round the
mark first and the trailing boat must
keep clear.
Tacking Within the Zone
Possibly the most interesting case
around the top mark occurs when
boats approach on opposite tacks and
one tacks into a leeward-overlapped
position within the zone.
While a boat approaches on port, she
must keep clear. This continues
through her tack as well. Once the
tack is complete, the leeward boat becomes the right of way vessel, but because the overlap was established
within the zone, she must not force
the windward boat to sail above a
close-hauled course. If the windward
boat had overstood the mark and was
footing down, she may be forced back
up to close-hauled without complaint,
but if she must luff, a rule will have
been broken.
Another common occurrence is tacking into a clear-ahead position within
(Continued on page 18)
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the zone. This is a precarious position
to hold. If the trailing boat (probably
sailing faster than you) is forced to
avoid you by luffing above closehauled, you have broken a rule. If the
clear-astern boat chooses to steer to
your leeward, you must give room for
her to round on the mark on the inside. Your best option here is likely to
continue sailing upwind until the clearastern boat has completed her rounding.
Conclusion
As you can see, the windward mark is
governed largely by the same rules as
the upwind leg, except that the threelength zone alters when a leeward boat
may and may not luff above closehauled. As a follow-up to my previous

Diagram 5 — B has tacked within the zone into a clear-ahead position, but is not permitted to
force A above close-hauled. Further, if A chooses to bear away into a leeward overlap, B must
allow her room around the mark. B better hope to have a good tack and stay clear ahead.
article on proper course, I hope this
serves as meaningful evidence that a
solid understanding of proper course,
in addition to the basic rules, is crucial
to confidently navigating the race
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course. As always, I would recommend
purchasing a copy of The Rules in Practice
by Bryan Willis for a detailed and
highly visual explanation of the racing
rules.

Board Updates
Non-riveting Reading
Rosalind Ross
If getting to sleep or staying asleep is a
challenge and you’ve tried all those
natural remedies such as warm milk or
hops (no, not beer, hops), one strategy
is to read something that will not stir
up any excitement. My failing is murder mysteries. Now that phone books
are old technology, and reading anything off an electronic device messes up
your sleep hormone, why not read
something you should know but
wouldn’t dream (pun intended) of tackling if anything else would be more
interesting: the QCYC constitution!
Known as By-law One.
Call up the QCYC website and log
into the members only pages (you can
register on the site or at the bottom of
any QuickClipper email). The problem
is that you would have to print the
whole thing since reading off the screen
is a no-no for sleep.
O.K., so that’s not going to happen.
Still, new members, or those who have
long forgotten about the thing, should
take a peek at what we as a club are
supposed to be and do. Speed reading
helps. I found myself reminded that
each Club director is the head of a
committee, be it House, Learn-to-Sail,
Grounds, Entertainment, etc. However,
volunteer members of some committees can be a bit thin on the ground.
Often when something needs doing, a
director combs the Club for a few bodies to do the job. An “instant committee” you might say. Better to have some
continuity over the season.

functioning beyond work party days
when many of the big jobs are
done.Have you fallen asleep yet?
As important and admittedly more
interesting is the Member’s Handbook.
At a whopping 53 pages it’s full of everything you need to know.
But that’s for another time. Zzzzz . . . .
(Continued from page 12)

The committee reports to the Board
through the Vice Commodore.
As Chair of this new committee, my
first step is to establish the Committee. I need members to volunteer to
meet twice a year or more if activities planned by the Committee warrant it. This would appeal to anyone
interested in the Club’s history.Volunteers could eitherserve on
the Committee or participate in
projects identified by the Committee. This activity earns work hours.
One of the major goals this year will
be to scan historical documents,
post them to the website where appropriate, and transfer the original
documents to the Toronto Archives
for preservation. Anyone with a
smartphone or tablet can easily scan
documents using “scanning” software. Scanning software designed by
Microsoft called “Office Lens” operates on Apple, Android, and Windows phones and tablets and is free.

Solution? Meet more people, chalk up
some work hours by volunteering to
help on one of the committees. Everyone knows that without Race Committee racers would be up the creek, but
simpler pleasures such as helping at
events, weeding a garden or keeping
debris from cluttering the yard/grounds
all helps keep our Club attractive and
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There are others such as Evernote
“Scannable”for Apple or
“CamScanner” for Android, but
these might, depending on options,
cost some money. “Office Lens” is
quite simple; you put the document
or picture in a well-lit area without
shadows, call up the app, centre the
document/picture in the frame, and
snap a picture. You can then save
the pages of the document to your
phone and later email it to me describing the document or save it to
a free online service such as Microsoft One Drive, Dropbox, or
Google Drive and share the cloud
drive with me.
Another major project is to complete the QCYC history book covering the years from 1989 to 2014.
If you are interested and like doing
historical research, I will assign you
a five-year period to research and
write up. You can use Clippers and
online resources to conduct the
research. Once completed and edited by myself, your name will go
on that chapter of the book. Peter
Ashby has already completed research on the period 1989 to 1994.
There will be other projects and if you
are interested in serving on the Committee, scanning documents, conducting research, or any other project,
please contact me at richardslee@teksavvy.com or 647-558-0478

